The multi-sensors fusion refers to the synergistic combination of sensory data from multiple sensors to provide more accurate and reliable information. The potential benefits of the Fusion are multi-sensors' redundancy and extra information acquired. The fusion of redundant information can reduce the overall uncertainty and thus helps to provide information specified more precisely. Several sensors providing redundant information can also be used to increase reliability in the case of error, omission or failure of sensors. The combination operators are exponential and are more complex in terms of calculation; the Dempster-Shafer operator is exponential for more than three (3) information sources [1] [2]. Our work focuses on the definition of another formulation of this operation, and puts it in a matrix form to illuminate the computational complexity, more precision guaranty and a minimal execution time. We propose to use each information source in a form of a matrix, which contains 0 value in lines that do not contain the masses (m(Ai) = 0) or once m(Ai) is not null (m(Ai) ≠ 0). The use of this expressed matrix attempts to ameliorate Dempster-Shafer operator via initialing either a criterion or criteria sources' solution, increasing the efficiency of the Dempster-Shafer operator and facilitates the combination among the sources. We evaluate our approach by conducting a case study for showing the effectiveness of this matrix.
Introduction
The technological evolution of MEMS (Micro-Electro-Mechanical System) and Wireless Communication Technology in recent years has taken an upward path for the accuracy of the precision decision, calculation, moni-
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toring and environmental sensation, minimizing energy consumption, cost, shape, etc.
Modern technology shows that it is possible that an information source can give more additional information on several criteria; it is easy to find a source informational criterion which gives information about the geometric criteria (Euclidean distance, the shape, and the area at a time), and another source informational criterion provides information on two or more criteria at once (both of geometric and topographical criteria), that is to say, it can capture multiple heterogeneous information such as the example of a source can capture the Euclidean distance and semantic distance. This paper shows the intended use of these types of sources which enrich the information in terms of:  Obtaining and providing a validation of information provided by different criteria sources;  Remedying the deficiency of geographic data based on the matching operation;  Validating the operator Dempster-Shafer for a broad and extensive use.
Information fusion has evolved significantly in recent years in various fields, especially in Information Systems, Vision, Robotics and Wireless Sensor Networks (WSNs), the information sources have increased in the sense that its sensors nodes had been a priori and generic knowledge information. Each information source is generally imperfect; it is important to combine more information to have a better understanding of the real world. Information fusion can then be defined as (often imperfect and heterogeneous) combinations of information to obtain more complete information and better quality, and improved to decide and act. Because the methods for modeling information knowledge were Imperfect, their combinations know major theoretical developments and many experiments have been expanded towards their application areas. These methods, often from theories of decision making, uncertainty and artificial intelligence, can be numeric or symbolic. In general, the alarming increases the Fusion of information that takes the technology and information processing.
The information handled in a combination process is firstly the information to be fused, and secondly additional information used to guide or support the combination operation. It may be information on combining information such as information on sources, on their dependence and on their reliability, preferences on information combining, etc. They may be also of contextual information on the field.
In general, the fusion is not a simple task. It can be broken down into several tasks schematically. The main steps to resolve for build the fusion process are:  Modeling: This step involves choosing the formalism, and the expressions of the information to be fused into this formalism;  Estimation: Most models require estimation phase (i.e. all methods using distributions);  Combination: This step is the selection of an operator compatible with the chosen modeling formalism and it is guided by additional information;  Decision: This is the final step of the fusion process, which can go through information provided by the sources towards the selection of a final and best decision. There is enormous literature on the critique of combination operators and on the new combination operators. The first operator was known as Dempster-Shafer [3] , which was strongly criticized by several definitions of other operators such as Smets [4] , Yager [5] and Dubois and Prade [6] , but the Dempster operator was the only operator that showed its effectiveness until today to combine uncertain information from different sources. In this article we try to refine the combination operation in expressive matrix; so, both source informational criterion sources and criteria aim to minimize the computational complexity, and improve the reliability and accuracy of decisions. The rest of this article is organized as follows: Section 2 cites various related works on different combination operators; Section 3 shows the combination formalism of criterion information sources; Section 4 presents the formalism of the combination of sources informational criteria; Section 5 presents our contribution to expressing the combination operators in matrix formula; Section 6 shows the evaluation of this technique by study case that makes a comparison among the classical formalism, criterion and criteria information sources participating in the combining step process; Section 7 ends this paper with a general conclusion.
Related Work
In the literature, there are two types of combinations; the first type is the combination of reliable sources, the second is the combination of unreliable sources; the first is the same idea as the operator of Dempster-Shafer [3] [7] and Smets [4] , they consider that the sources are reliable and combine the evidence for this conflict is a problem comes from not taking into account one or more assumptions in the frame of discernment. So it affects the conflicting mass (K) to the empty set Θ . This combination is then defined by the following formula:
Yager offers a similar approach in [5] based on the introduction of a new hypothesis in the frame of discernment. This hypothesis will accept any conflicting mass. Moreover, one can notice that operators assuming that the sources are reliable mainly based on a conjunctive combination.
The second type (combination of unreliable sources) considers that the conflict can be generated by a defect reliability of some of the information sources. This argument was taken up in the context of operators introduced by Yager [5] and Dubois and Prade [8] . In the case of the operator Yager [5] , it is assumed that one of the sources involved in the combination is reliable. Thus, the solution is necessarily within discernment. But not knowing which source gives the true solution, Yager proposes to assign the conflicting mass (K) to all Θ. The resulting mass s m , of this combination for two sources information {S 1 , S 2 }, is obtained as follows:
The combination formula Proposed by Dubois and Prade in [8] , as part of the fusion of two sources of information combination {S 1 , S 2 }, can be explained as follows. S 1 is a source supporting the proposal B with belief mass ( ) 1 m B and S 2 is a source supporting the proposal C with a belief mass ( ) 2 m C . When the proposals supported by both sources are contradictory and not knowing which source is reliable, the principle of minimum specificity required to redistribute the mass associated with this contradiction, either
m B m C × is the union of the proposals, is to say A B ∪ . The operator of Dubois and Prade is then defined as follows for two sources of information:
This work based on a complex linear combination in terms of computation especially if using more than tow (2) sources, more such combinations are not applicable if using new technologies which consists of Criteria Sources such as Sensors, Radar. This work consists of the combination operators include traditional information sources and new operators.
Criterion Sources
In his work, Shafer [9] proposed the combination rule of Dempster, symbolized by ⊕ to combine or to Fusion two distinct information sources named: Combination Dempster-Shafer operator. Let ( ) 
represents the conflict between sources, also called the ignorance (used as a normalization factor).
Criteria Sources
Define abbreviations and acronyms the first time they are used in the text, even after they have been defined in the abstract. Abbreviations such as IEEE, SI, MKS, CGS, sc, dc, and rms do not have to be defined. Do not use abbreviations in the title or heads unless they are unavoidable.
A Criteria or Multi-Informational source is a source that can provide more information at once for a given object. Let 1 2 , A A are respectively two (2) portions of Θ supported by the sources 1 2 , S S . The mass associated with their combination is: 
The Contribution

Units Expression of Matrix Operator Combination
Either i S is an information source i for any capture distances ( ) 1  1  1  1  2  1  2  2  2  1  2  2  2  2  2   1  2 , , ,
Let the sets of masses: : :
Expression of Criterion Combination Matrix
The combination of these two sources under the new Mono-Criteria Dempster-Shafer theory is as follows: : , :
That is to say we can express 1 S , 2 S matrix form, combination in the form matrix is as follows: 
Expression of Criteria Matrix combination
Let 1 S , 2 S two sources of information defined by criteria the following relationship: 1 1 1  1  2  2  2  2  1 1 1  1  1  1  1  1  1 1 1  1  2  2  2  2  2 2 2  2  2  2  2  2  1  2  1 1 1  1  2  2  2  2  3 3 3  3  3  3  3  3  1 1 1  1  2  2  2  2  4 4 
The combination of these two sources as the new Advanced Dempster-Shafer operator is as follows:
Case Study
We try in this case study to provide examples that demonstrate the usefulness of each type of operator (either with a Criteria, Criterion with or without reliability coefficients), especially the reduction of the computational complexity if there were more sources information to combine. 
Expression of Criteria Matrix Combination
The matrix representation of these sources is as follows:
Each information Source 1 S , 2 S form matrices 1..n L and 1..n N ,defined as follows:
The combination is defined by the following matrix: 
That is to say: 
The algorithm complexity is N M × for classical Fusion Operation (Dempster-Shaffer Operation), so the algorithm complexity for our Advanced Matrix expression is N . 2  2  1  2  1  1  2  2  2  2  2  2  1  2  2  1  2  2  1  2  1  2  2  3 
Example 2: Criteria Sources
A. Boualem et al.
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The matrix representation of these information sources is as follows:
Explode each source 1 S , 2 S in matrix form: 
Conclusion
In this article we expressed the operator of combining informational sources in expressive matrix, at the expanse of Dempster-Shafer operator, the Smets operator, the Yager operator, Hedging Technique, and Dubois and Prade operator. This expressive matrix is very effective in simplifying the complexity of the calculation (algorithm complexity) and is managing the conflict among informational sources in their origin. Indeed, this expressive matrix participates in simplifying the combination of two or more sources in a simple way, generalizes the operation of combination among informational sources in criterion and criteria information sources, and overcomes problems encountered in combination phase. In addition, we have shown its effectiveness in a case study of compared with the traditional expression.
